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ECG Modifica Sonica
Hair dryer
Product code: 100002075346
EAN: 8592131309975











Quick and healthy hair drying
Integrated powerful ionizer
Magnetic concentrator and luxury travel box
BLDC motor with great performance and a speed of up

to 110,000 revolutions per minute
The possibility of cleaning the air outlet grill without

tangling hair in the engine

 Popular hammer shape that guarantees
comfortable use

 Elegant design
 Surface treatment that is pleasant to the

touch
 High-end BLDC motor

 Air blowing speed up to 23 m/s

 Adjustable speed (high/low)
 Adjustable temperature with 4 presets

(cold, warm, extra warm, alternating
temperatures in cycles)
 Stylish tinted circular air temperature

indicator (cool = blue light color, warm
air = yellow, extra warm = red, alternating
temperatures = red and blue)

 Easy control with two switches
 The integrated extra powerful ionizer

reduces the generation of static
electricity that occurs automatically during
drying. Seals moisture directly inside the
hair and supports its natural shine,
softness and reduces unwanted frizz
 Magnetic concentrator
 Removable air outlet grill with magnetic

fastening, facilitates access to the metal
microfilter, which is easy to clean (with a
dry cloth or a soft brush) – for more
hygienic operation, better performance
and long life of the dryer
 Rated power 1600 W

 Protection against overheating

 Noise ≤ 78 dB
 Connection to a classic socket (nominal

voltage 220-240 V; 50-60 Hz)
 Cable length 1.73 m

 Dimensions 85 × 75 × 250 mm

 Weight (incl. cable) 506 g
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 1600

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(cm) 173

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Attachments 1

Ionizer Yes

Cold air fixation Yes

Diffuser No

Hanger -

Number of heating
levels 4

Number of power
levels 2

Non-slip surface No

Overheating
protection Yes

Design

Material Plastic

Colour creamy

Accessories

Diffuser No

Travel packaging Yes

Air jet Yes
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Weight & dimensions
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Weight & dimensions (Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)
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